CHANGING TO VEHICLE MODE

1. Remove Rotors.
2. Attach Rotors.

MINI-CON: MODES

1. POWER-UP ARMOR
2. VEHICLE WEAPON
3. ROBOT WEAPON
4. POWER-UP ARMOR

NOTE: Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be reattached if separation occurs. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.
CHANGING TO POWER-UP MODE

1. MINI-CONS™ and drone vehicles (sold separately) attach to power up any Commander figure!

2. DESTRONS™ (sold separately).

3. NEED HELP? TRANSFORMERS.COM/INSTRUCTIONS

POWER CORE COMBINERS™

• MINI-CONS™ and drone vehicles (sold separately) attach to power up any Commander figure!

Some poses may require hand support. Product and colors may vary.

Retain instructions for future reference.